UP FRONT
Low Road of the Month: Listen,
America, andyou will hear, the mean,
crass murmur of apolitical smear.
Smears are not new to American
“big lie.”Forty years
ph McCarthy, a Reof the U.S. Senate

Rhodes Scholar at England’s Oxford
Universityduringthe late 1960s.Doman,
especially, has focused on a trip that
Clinton made to Moscow in 1969,speculating that during that trip Clinton met
with Soviet intelligence agents to plot
anti-war demonstrations and thus be-

e gave his name to
eturned to the

a1 security. McCarthy h

career of Joseph McCarthy, and
gained wide notoriety by playing on
America’sfears of Communism and the
Soviet Union.

in most cases, fa1
stroyed the careers
targets, and people
charge more than re
Eventually, McCarth
pudiated. But it t
decade, and along t
the political world

cal season offers
version for your listening pleasure. And
som,e of it comes courtesy of three
Republican congressmen from
ern California - Bob Dornan
den Grove,Duncan Hunter of C
and Randy Cunningham of San
The three, among others,
the past month or so spr
about Democratic presiden
nee Bill Clinton. Each in turn has
to the well of the U S . House of
sentatives (and, therefore, to television
via C-SPAN) to lambast Clinton’spatriotism, basing their denunciations on his
anti-Vietnam War activities while a
~~~
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half of the Japanese to U S . forces in the
Pacific during World War 11.
Bill CJinton’scharacter may be
game, but the kind of hyperbole p
ticed by Dornan, et al, seems to stray
just a teensy weensy bit beyond the
bounds of decency. Not to mention
truth. *Reports from Washington indirategy was cooked
s re-election camen recruited the three

someone.... to be able to destroy with
good conscience, to be able to beha&

against presidential candidates -we’re
allowing ourselves to “surmise.”

Low Road of the M o n t h (runnere “surmise”works at the
why not at the local
now Gordon Bloyer, camr for Peter Frusetta, a
ing against incumbent
Areias in the 28th Asn an October 7th press
oyer accused Areias of using
r from people in Fresno
that [Areias] had used
we did not believe this.
Several tfiings caused us to change our
minds.”
And what hard evidence brought
about this change?
did surmise.
“‘Onew
said in the

fo
th

meeting with members of
ille City Council, ate a pear
eting, then left after only
Bloyer said Areias did
thing”with a group of
local restaurateurs. A councilman from
ific Grove, said Bloyer, reported
Areias acted “spacey” during a

witnessed Areias

teous iqdignation’ ...”
Dornan, of course,
for his role in all this. D
we don’t know this for a fact. But given
his occasional behavior - ranting on
the floor of the House, threats of physical harm to House colleagues, attempts
to crash private meetings in the state
Capitol, unsubstantiated accusations

ior could have been caused by illness or
by the stress of a prolonged budget
fight rather than by drugs, and he
further admitted that his drug allegations were unsubstantiated.
“I’mnot making charges,” he said.
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“But question: [about Areias’behavior]

An oasis of tranquility in downtown 10s Angeles.

Trusetta in submitting to
Ie should flat out deny
Iyer said. “He should be
“surmise”about Areias’

Bloyer said.

Democratic in(

said Areias, k s “c

xed to Frusetta’sremark
with another st rmise: ‘‘I want Areias to
want iim to hang on his own
well, we all do that now and

Just a short walk to City, State and Federal offices and courtrooms, The New Otani Hotel offers the visitor to downtown
Los Angeles a counterpoint to the excitement and fast pace
of the surroundings. A place to relax, refresh and recharge.
And now for government business travelers, The New Otani
offers this special $86 room rate? It makes this welcome
I
i
oasis even more attractive, the art of doing business less
Comeac wss a blurblatelythat’s
nosy, newsy i r smartakcky about
stressful. Call 800 273-2294 or 800 421-8795 outside CA for
Calqornia gcwernment, politics or
reservations
and details.
politicians? S bare it with thelournal . Wepay ut, to $25for entertaining tidbitspu blished in “UpFront.’’
So, rush vour items to Up Front,
1714 Capitol Avenue, Sacramento,
CA95814. SCT, submissionscannot be retzmz?d.

’Single occupancy

120 South Los Angeles St., Los Angeles, CA 90012
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